SAVINGS

Key elements
to understand
investment
statements

New Individual Savings and Retirement
investment statement
—	Statements are sent twice a year: on June 30
and December 31.
—	They are available in the Advisor Centre and are identical
to the statements sent to your clients.
—	Each statement contains the same sections.
—	The information contained therein is adapted according
to the contracts held by your clients.

To accompany your clients in
understanding the new investment
statement, here is a document
detailing the main sections.

For exclusive use by financial advisors

The example shown here is based on the visual of
an investment statement for an RESP.

Change in your investments
since contract issue
—	Shows the evolution of investments, meaning
deposits minus withdrawals, since the contract
was issued.
—	Deposits include those by cheque or preauthorized
payments, intercontract transfers, and any other
transfer from another financial institution.
—	Withdrawals include any type of withdrawal
with the exception of interfund transfers and
guarantee fees.

Rate of return of your
investment funds
—	The rate of return of the investment funds shown
does not include guaranteed interest funds or daily
interest funds.
—

It represents the rate of return since the beginning
of the year or since the first investment, whichever
is more recent.

—

The rate of return of your investment funds is
calculated using the dollar-weighted rate of return
method.
– This method takes into account the amount of
deposits and redemptions as well as the time
at which they are made.
– It represents the personal rate of return realized
by the client’s investments.

Your guarantees
—	When clients invest in segregated funds, they
benefit from guarantees.
—	This section shows the guarantees according
to the type of product and series.

Your investments
—	Asset allocation of your clients’ investments
corresponding to their level of risk tolerance.
—

Provides an overview of the investments divided
into the following three categories:
– Daily interest funds (DIF)
– Guaranteed interest funds (GIF)
– Investment funds

Transaction detail for
the period
—	Only the transactions relating to the daily interest
fund (DIF) and to segregated funds are displayed.
—	Transactions relating to guaranteed interest funds
are never shown.

Special features of your contract
Different subsections are presented in this section
of the investment statement depending on the
characteristics of the contract.
—	Here are a few examples:
– Preauthorized cheque (PAC)
– Automatic investment term (AIT)
– Periodic income program (PIP)
– Automatic withdrawal term (AWT)
– Dollar-cost averaging (DCA)
– RRSP or TFSA contributions
– Summary of periodic payments
For RRIF and LIF contracts
—	Payment information for the following year*:
– Minimum payment
– Maximum payment (if LIF)
– Gross benefit
– Total taxes (federal and provincial, if applicable)
– Net benefit
* The information regarding RRIF and LIF payments only appears
on the statement of December 31.

For RESP contracts:
—	Information relating to amounts saved for each
beneficiary since the beginning of the current year
and
—

The cumulative since the contract was issued

—

Different subsections are included depending on
the characteristics of the contract:
– Assisted contributions
– Unassisted contributions
– Canada Education Savings Grant (CESG)
– Canada Learning Bond (CLB)
– Quebec Education Savings Incentive (QESI)
– Saskatchewan Advantage Grant for Education
Savings (SAGES)
– British Columbia Training and Education Savings
Grant (BCTESG)

—

To determine the income amount:
– Subtract the value of contributions and grants from
the market value of the contract.

* Unassisted contributions: Because grant applications are usually made
on a monthly basis, there is always a delay between the time the
contribution is made, the time the application is sent to the Canada
Education Savings Program (CESP) and the time the grant is received.
A contribution for which no grant amount was received will be included
in the unassisted contributions category. For example, the grant
application for a contribution received in December is sent to the
CESP at the beginning of January and the grant will be received
approximately 30 days later.

Important information
—	This section contains information relating to the sound
management of the contract, such as:
– Instructions to consult the contract online
in My Client Space
– Procedure for requesting the financial report
for investment funds
– Changes made to the funds

Methods for calculating the rate of return
The table below illustrates the characteristics of the two methods available to calculate the rate of return.
Time-weighted

Dollar-weighted

Characteristics

– Takes into account the market value variation of
an investment over a given period
– The financial transaction dates determine the start
and end of each period1
– Does not take into account transaction amounts
– The results obtained may differ from the personal
rate of return of investments in this contract
– The return on the December 31 statement is for
the whole year even if only transactions made
during the last semester are shown

– Takes into account the market value variation of
an investment over a given period
– The financial transaction dates determine the start
and end of each period2
– Takes into account transaction amounts and dates
– The following transactions are excluded from the
return calculation and are considered as a variation
of the market value:
- Deposit: Units credited at maturity and at death,
Diploma education bonus
- Withdrawal: Guarantee fees, non-sufficient fund
(NSF) fees, deferred sales charges, Diploma
surrender fees
– The results obtained represent the personal
rate of return of investments in this contract
– The return on the December 31 statement is for
the whole year even if only transactions made
during the last semester are shown

Advantages

– Allows you to isolate the performance of specific
funds to compare the performance of several funds
– Can be used to measure the degree of success fund
managers have achieved for a given period and to
evaluate the fund manager’s decisions

– Presents the personal rate of return of the client’s
contract

Disadvantages

– Does not give the personal rate of return of
the client’s contract but rather the performance
of the fund in which the client invested

– Cannot be used to compare the returns of several
funds
– Cannot be used to measure the degree of success
achieved by fund managers or to evaluate their
decisions

Example
Date

Market Value

Unit Value (UV)

Comments

2016-01-01

$1,000

10

Initial balance of $1,000

2016-11-15

$1,500

11

Deposit of $1,500 on November 15

2016-12-31

$2,600

10.20

Value of $2,600 on December 31
(positive rate of return)

First period: (UVend  /UVbeginning) – 1 = 11/10 – 1 = 10%
Second period: (UVend  /UVbeginning) – 1 = 10.20/11 – 1 ≈ -7.27%

Dollar-weighted rate of return
$1,000 x (1+i)365/365 + $1,500 x (1+i)46/365 = $2,600

11/10 x 10.20/11 - 1 = 2.00% (Rate of return)

Where i = 8.46% (Rate of return)

Initial balance = $1,000
Net transactions = $1,500
Final balance = $2,600
Variation = $100

Initial balance = $1,000
Net transactions = $1,500
Final balance = $2,600
Variation = $100

1

If, for example, units are held in the Bonds Fund on January 1, but are all surrendered on February 10, and a deposit is subsequently made on March 25, the rate of return
indicated at June 30 will be the rate achieved between March 25 and June 30 (not January 1 to June 30). The calculation considers that the first investment took place on
March 25.

2

If, for example, units are held in the Bonds Fund on January 1, but are all surrendered on February 10, and a deposit is subsequently made on March 25, the rate of return
indicated at June 30 will be the rate achieved since January 1. This method considers that the first investment took place on January 1.

For more information
Contact the Individual Savings and Retirement Customer Service Department at savings@ia.ca or at 1-844-4iA-INFO (442-4636).

F13-942A

Time-weighted rate of return

